Abstract Introduction: The use of 3D imaging in the medical field has proven to be a benefit to doctors when diagnosing patients. As for different medical applications, 3D visualization systems have advantages in terms of a better spatial understanding of anatomical structures, better performance of tasks that require high level of dexterity, increased learning performance, and improved communications with patients or between doctors. Methods: In this technical report, we show how to employ a multi-view autostereoscopic system to provide 3D images without any special glasses or equipment, describing a new way to obtain 3D visualization using sets of 2D images instead of real volumetric data such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT). We also propose an application of the images in neuroanatomy. Results: We obtained three-dimensional images of anatomical parts for visualization without glasses with resolution of 336 × 210 pixels'. Conclusion: The proposed method was able to generate three-dimensional high-resolution images and has great potential to be used in various areas such as anatomy and physiological studies.
Introduction
There are numerous techniques to create and display 3D moving pictures. The basic condition is to display 2D offset images that are filtered separately to the left and right eye. Two strategies have been used to achieve this by having the viewer wear eyeglasses to filter the separate offset images to each eye, or having the light source split the images directionally into the viewer's eyes (no glasses required). Most of the 3D display techniques for projecting stereoscopic image pairs to the viewer are in the filtering type (Halldorsson and EADS Deutschland GmbH, 2002; Urey et al., 2011) . Both 2D offset images are then combined in the viewer's brain to generate the perception of 3D depth.
The 2D images in front of or at the back of the Holographic screens are used to obtain images outside of the screen plane (Lunazzi et al., 2009) or to construct multi-view stereoscopy (Magalhães et al., 2013) , but some image formation systems offer limited field of view (FOV) and low light intensity due to the required double diffraction process (Lunazzi, 1990) . The optical principles of multi-view autostereoscopy have been known for over 60 years (Okoshi, 1976) , however, only become available recently due to high resolution displays. Autostereoscopic display techniques (Dodgson, 2005; Zhang et al., 2010) used optical components on the display, rather than worn by the user, to enable each eye to see a different image.
The use of 3D imaging in the medical field has proven to be a benefit to doctors when diagnosing patients and 3D models of the human body have assisted medical manufacturers in developing better medical devices and treatments. In the different medical domains, such as radiology, minimally invasive surgery and teaching/training, a stereoscopic display has advantages (Van Beurden et al., 2009) (Zonneveld and Fukuta, 1994) , better performance of tasks that require high level of dexterity (Liao et al., 2010) , increased learning performance (Owczarczyk and Owczarczyk, 1990) , and improved communications with patients or between doctors. Using anatomical parts fixed in formalin is widely accepted, however, the duration of anatomy courses has been decreased in the curriculum (Aziz et al., 2002; Cahill et al., 2000; Drake et al., 2009; McLachlan et al., 2004) , which has caused the limited access to cadavers in many medical schools around the world, for ethical or bureaucratic purposes. Evidence pointed out the importance of imaging techniques in student learning (Marks, 2000) , especially for the development of 3D perception of anatomical structures.
One disadvantage of the 3D visualization in the multi-view autostereoscopic system is that they require volumetric acquisition data such as magnetic resonance (MR) or CT which are expensive for regular usage. In previous works, we investigated how to use multi-view autostereoscopic systems to display volumetric images of MR and CT (Magalhães et al., 2012b) and MR angiography (Magalhães et al., 2012a) , in this work we describe a way to obtain 3D visualization using sets of 2D images instead of real volumetric data allowing an inexpensive wide broad of applications.
Methods

Visualizing 3D images
In this section, we describe how we can visualize 3D anatomical images using sets of 2D images instead of volumetric data (Magalhães et al., 2012a; 2012b) . The multi-view autostereoscopic system provides a glasses-free tool for 3D medical imaging visualization. It consists of a multi-view autostereoscopic monitor (we employ Lumina 3D screens, 22 and 46 inches) connected with a computer by a high definition multimedia interface, as shown in Figure 1 . Lumina 3D screens utilize parallax barrier technology (Hardesty, 2011; Sherriff, 2001 ) with brightness of 300 cd/m 2 , contrast ratio 1000:1, pixel pitch of 0.265 × 0.265 mm. The observed image appears in a volume outside or inside the screen.
We used the software Visumotion 3D in a Windows based computer (Intel Core I7, 16Gb Ram) for the visualization. The optimal viewing occurs between 2 and 5 meters from the screen for the 22" screen and 2.5 to 6 m for the 46" screen. At smaller distances discomfort may be generated, whereas the 3D aspect of the images is not well perceived at greater distances.
Obtaining images
Here, we describe how we can obtain sets of 2D images to be processed as 3D images. For 3D visualization, we need to get multiple viewpoints, e. g., snapshots of the studied object from multiple points of view, in our case we used anatomical brain parts. The pictures were made by the rotation of the object in the axis of its center. For the rotation, we employed a simple rotation table covered by a thin layer of black opaque fabric. The fabric provides good image background contrast and protects the anatomic structures. Also, a photographic table was used under the rotation table, covered by the fabric for neutral background contrast. The object was illumined with two 60 W light bulbs allowing good brightness and contrast to the 2D images. A digital high definition camera model Nikon D750 24.3 MP equipped with macro lens Nikkor 18-105 mm focal length range was used for the sequence of quickly photos. The lens was utilized to achieve good resolution with zoomed image.
We used the neuro-anatomical parts of the Microsurgery laboratory of the School of Medical Sciences of the State University of Campinas as anatomical structure. An object (cerebellum) was positioned in the center of the table and a sequence of 10 snapshots were taken in 10 seconds corresponding to a rotation of the table (and consequently the cerebellum) of 10 degrees, which means a difference of 1 degree between each viewpoint (δ). We employed a graphic editor (Photoshop) to finish the background treatment in each image.
Processing images
With the set of images, we generated 3 × 3 matrix images. Every matrix I α representing one set of five different viewpoints of the rotation object (Figure 2 ). Each element of the matrix corresponds to a different viewpoint of the scene (a α ). 
where: α is an angle between 0 2 ≤ α ≤ π and δ is the step angle between two consecutive snapshots, we choose and we may obtain a continuous rotation of the image with 360 photos. Figure 3 shows one example of these matrices. We use five images because our screen only supports five points of view for each viewer.
We created hypertext preprocessor (PHP) algorithm to generate the matrices from the processed photos. The software adjusts the resolution of the images in such a way that each matrix results with 1680 × 1050 pixels, which is the maximum resolution supported by VisuMotion software (VisuMotion, 2017) , and every a α with 560 × 350.
The multi-view autostereoscopic screen is driven by a software (VisuMotion, 2017) that interpolates columns of pixels of each image a α and a parallax barrier spatially directs the image to the viewer (Dodgson, 2005) creating three points for stereoscopic vision in which each observer can see the image in 3D with parallax.
Results
In the typical neuro-anatomical visualization with the standard computer monitors, the lack of real depth of the image could cause misunderstanding of anatomical structures. The utilization of a multi-view autostereoscopic system, which can produce real depth in visualization without the utilization of any special device such as glasses or other equipment, have advantages in terms of a better spatial understanding. Based on the 3D visualization system, we are producing a guide for 3D neuro-anatomical dissection that will be used in the neuro-anatomy courses.
The multi-autostereoscopic monitor has a resolution of 1680 × 1050 allowing 5 views of 336 × 210 pixels', which means a horizontal resolution of 336 pixels for 3D visualization.
To show the neuro-anatomical structures, we presented two stereoscopic pairs showing the angular difference between shoots. We used a digital camera and we rotated it with the angle described in each caption. Magalhães DSF, Mansoor S, Weng Y, Ghizoni E, Barbosa T, Silveira FA, Toledo RS, Li LM Res. Biomed. Eng. 2018 September; 34(3): 279-283 282 282/283 An overview of some of the 3D images obtained with the multi-autostereoscopic monitor is in Figure 4 .
Discussion
We could not perceive distortions in 3D visualization, however when the observer is too close to the monitor (less than 1.2 m) discomfort when focusing the eyes is felt. The image can be viewed by multiple viewers with high quality and no difficulty in focusing eyes. The viewers can perceive better depth between 2 to 4 meters from the monitor.
The limitation we measure in FOV was 55 degrees from the normal angle of the monitor to each size with a total FOV angle of 110 degrees. For a 70±5 mm distance between each eye, the limit an observer can perceive depth is from 1.9±0.2 m to 5.1±0.3 m from the monitor and this perception of depth is reduced with the increase in distance from the monitor. Farther than 5.5 m the image is still visible but due to long distance, depth is not appreciated. The magnification of the visualized 3D images is controlled when generating the image matrixes (Figure 3) , in the images presented in Figures 4, 5 and 6 the magnification observed in the 42 inches monitor was of 7x. This magnification is limited only for the camera lens employed.
When we choose 2 or 3 degrees instead of 1 degree between the viewpoints, e.g. decreasing the frame rate of the sequence of photo shoots (from 1 s -1 to 0.3 s -1 ), the image results more impressive because it appears furthest from the monitor, however the visualization is less comfortable for the viewer. When the angles between each of the stereoscopic pairs are bigger; the image appears more off the screen, but the big difference causes fatigue in viewing.
Because the resolution of 3D visualization is limited by the monitor, with an increase of resolution we could have greater 3D resolution for the images. Since the visualization software does not compress the 2D images, with the same set of images, we do not expect improvement in resolution however we observed loss of resolution in visualization with a computer with system requirements lower than recommended by (VisuMotion, 2017) .
This kind of 3D image will help physicians and medical students to interpret the anatomy with 3D visualization. The image gives a better spatial understanding of the anatomical structures and favors a better perception of ambiguous anatomical structures. A future study will evaluate student's perception and learning with the 3D tools presented in this report.
In conclusion, in this paper we presented and described a method to obtain 3D visualization of anatomical images using sets of 2D images instead of real volumetric data. We show the first results of multi-view autostereoscopic system for 3D neuro-anatomical imaging and show the possibility of applying a multi-autostereoscopic system into generating 3D anatomical guides or atlas. 
